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Message from the Kitale Mayor
On behalf of the Municipal Council and on my own behalf, I want to note with appreciation
that we are today, more than ever, embracing development partners and involving other
stakeholders to improve service delivery to local residents.
Even though it is the council which is charged with the responsibility of providing adequate
and efficient services. It is becoming more evident that adequate service provision is a
responsibility for everyone. This includes the business community, Central Government
departments and other development agencies that each have an important role to play to
improve our town.
It is for this reason, therefore, that my Council in collaboration with Practical Action and
other partners prepared this Strategic Plan that aims to bring all stakeholders into the
planning realm. This has been achieved through participatory planning methodologies that
relied on the ward as the planning unit. The Municipal Council of Kitale provided the policy
framework for the plan preparation, while Practical Action provided the technical expertise,
with the community being a key player in this process. The latter identified variou s priorities
regarding planning and development including alternative financing mechanisms to
complement our local recourses, (mainly LATF), in order for the town to realize integrated
and meaningful development within the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) agenda.
As observed during the AFRICITIES 4 Conference 2006 (Nairobi), "The millennium agenda
can succeed with real involvement of local authorities and their townsfolk . .. At the level
of government in daily contact with their citizens, mayors and local governments have
unparalleled expertise and experience in developing, implementing and monitoring
effective policies to combat the very problems targeted by the MDGs." We at the Council
look forward to and believe this plan will form the basis of our development at ward level.
It is my plea to all the stakeholders and our development partners to support us in this
noble endeavour. My Council is ready to do everything within its means to ensure that our
town is strategically positioned to reap the benefits of collective responsibility and adequate
services to all irrespective of their social and economic status.
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His Worship the Mayor, Cllr. John William Wanjala

Message from the Town Clerk
Local Authorities are created and mandated by the Local Government Act, Cap 265, to
provide adequate services to their local residents. This has been a monumental task to our
Council, considering resource constraints both in terms of finances and human resources.
It is a reality that the council cannot discharge this mandate unless community needs and
aspirations are understood, prioritized and implemented on an incremental basis.
The preparation of this Strategic Action Plan in partnership with other stakeholders through
participatory processes could not have come at a much better time. It would give us a
window of opportunity to fast track key priority needs that the people have identified at
the ward level whilst mobilizing additional resources from other development partners to
bridge the gap between community expectation and service delivery.
It is my sincere hope that this plan would form the platform to address the community
needs and most importantly, afford us the benchmark to monitor and evaluate our level of
performance as we endeavour to facilitate the provision of effective and efficient services to
the residents of our town to their optimal satisfaction.
1 am indeed grateful to all those who facilitated and participated in this process to its
completion.! believe this plan will go a long way not only to serve the Municipal Council of
Kitale and her people but also to inform similar processes by other local authorities in Kenya
in planning and implementation of development projects at the ward level. My council
appreciates the unique partnership with Practical Action which has made this planning
exercise a success.
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1.1 Background to Kitale Municipality
The Municipal Council ofKitale is located in the central
position of Trans Nzoia District. between Mt Elgon to
the West and Cherangani Hills to the East in Rift Valley
Province. It covers an area of approximately 87 square
kms. The town lies at an altitude of between 1,800m
to 1,900m above sea level on a major transportation
corridor, which links Lodwar in the North to Eldoret in
the South. Kitale town was founded in 1908 as a service

Map 1: Structure of Lessos

cent re, when European farmers settled in the region.lt
became a township in 1930,a second class municipality
in 1948 and in 1968 a full-fledged municipal council. It
is made up of 10 electoral wards. Its importance as
a growth pole increased with the construction of the
railway line which reached the town in 1935.The town
experiences a highland equatorial type of climate with
average annual precipitation of 1296 mm. The town
is surrounded by three government forest reserves
measuring a total of 410 Ha.

1.2 Scope of the Plan
This plan covers the entire Lessos Ward, within the
Municipal Council. For the purposes of this plan,
the ward has been taken as the planning unit in
formulating, adopting, implementing and monitoring
municipal level action plans.
The objectives of ward based planning are:
·Improving the effectiveness of ongoing local
initiatives through participation in decision-making,
implementation and monitoring,
·Harmonizing new ongoing local activities at ward
level
·Leveraging resources through partnership
• Monitoring local progress for timely feedback for
policy and strategy adjustments.

1.3 General Objective
To prepare an integrated Plan for Lessos Ward as a
basis for resource mobilization and implementation of
specific prioritized projects and to provide an overall
framework for sustainable development both in the
ward and the entire Municipality.

1.4 Specific Objectives

f V Roads
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Source: Practical Action, 2006

The specific objectives of this plan are to:
• Provide a framework to guide the implementation
of social. economic, and physical development,
• Identify priority issues requiring urgent attention
due to their impacts on livelihoods especially on
environment, poor men,women, children and other
vulnerable groups,

• Identify resource potentials both local (LATF, CDF)
and external and coordinate the implementation
of priority projects in the ward to facilitate overall
socio-economic development,
• Provide a long term strategy for growth and
development in the ward.

1.5 Location and Size of Lessos Ward
Lessos Ward is located in Bidii sub location, Kibomet
Location.lt is located to the North Western part of the
Town and borders Webuye Ward to the East, Mumia
to the South West and Kwanza Division in the County
Council of Nzoia to the North.

1.6 History of Lessos Ward
Lessos Farm originally belonged to a white settler, Dick
Traoward, who settled here in 1946.The land measured
approximately 6000 acres and was mainly bush land.
In 1970, it was bought by a group of sixteen people,
mainly from the Kalenjin tribe. As the population of
the town increased especially after independence,
the farm has undergone so much subdivision that
currently plot sizes range betweeo as little as quarter
an acre to 20 acres. Some of the original landowners
however still retain as much as 600 acres.

Fig 1: Graph of Population by Age Group

was distributed as shown in the adjacent bar graph
having the young population as the highest.
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The subdivision of land as noted above meant
an exponential rise in the population, which has
continued to exert pressure on the resource base.
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Using the growth rateof5%,the population is expected
to have grown to 20545 people by the year 2011. The
implementation of the plan should ensure that this
population is catered for in terms of decent housing
provision, community facilities and infrastructure
facilities and services.Thi s is shown in Fig 2 below
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According to the 1999 Population and Housing census,
the population of Lessos Ward was 10,536 people.
This population is currently estimated to be about
15804 people. In terms of age cohort, the population
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Key emerging issues concerning population
·A relatively youthful population needing
employment opportunities
·A rapidly growing population
• Inadequate facilities to cater for this growing
population.
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Figl: Population Projections to the year 2011 for Lessos and Neighbouring Words
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2.1 Environment
The environment encompasses both the natural and
the built (living) environment. The key emerging
issues, which are likely to impact negatively on the
environment, in Lessos ward can be summarised as:
• Subdivision of land without the provision of
the necessary infrastructure and services,
• Increased population densities,
• Pressure on the existing community facilities e.g.
schools and health services,
• Clearance of the natural vegetation either
for cultivation or fuel wood,
• Soil erosion,
·Encroachment on riparian and road reserves and
cultivation on river valleys/beds,
·Inadequate sanitation facilities,
·Pollution of ground water resources,

·Lack of proper solid and liquid waste management
practices.

2.2 Socio- Economic Activities
A large proportion of the residents in Lessos are
basically farmers growing maize as a cash crop and
rearing dairy cattle. A small proportion of the residents
are employed in the micro-enterprise/ homebased enterprises while a significant number are
unemployed. Only 30 per cent of the total population
is formally employed either in the public or private
sectors. The employment status ofthe ward according
to the 1999 census is illustrated in Fig 3 below. Other
economic activities in the ward include:
• Brick making
• Pig keeping
·Sand harvesting
• Fish Farming

Plate J: Wood cut from existing trees in the area

The involvement of a give population in economic
activities is important for the attainment of any
meaningful development and improvement of
livelihoods.
The major challenges can be summarised as:
• Limited employment opportunities especially
among the youth
• Lack of training in appropriate skills
• Lack of diversified economic activities
• Low levels of investment in the town
• Poor linkages with the regional economy
• Lack of markets in the ward
• Land degradation arising from brick making.

2.3 Infrastructure and Utility Services
Infrastructure has been aptly described as the engine
of socio economic development. The adequate
provision of infrastructure and services, therefore, is a

Fig 3: Employment Status in the ward
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prerequisite for any sustainable development to be
realised. Services like potable water, proper sanitation
and solid waste management are now regarded as
basic human rights.

2.3.1 Water and Sanitation
Although the provision of water and sanitation has
been privatised, Lessos Ward is still not served. The
major water sources therefore include shallow wells,
Fi 4 : Main Sewer 1'

.. .,

transport is completely lacking. Residents heavily rely
on either bicycle taxis (boda boda) or private means of
transport. Provisions for NMTs are lacking as much as
bus termini. The boda boda operators, therefore, have
to compete with vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

streams and unprotected springs. The predominant
modes of sanitation are on site and include pit latrines
and septic tanks. The ward does not have sewer lines
and therefore water borne waste disposal facilities
are lacking. Solid waste management is still a problem Plate 4: Poor roads and transport means in the Ward
to the Municipal Council and by extension the ward.
Wastes are either dumped along the roads; the forest
edge or any open spaces. Storm water is drained along
the main roads. The bar graph (Fig 4) below shows the
waste disposal methods in the ward according to the
National Population and Housing Census (1999).

Key emerging Issues include:
• Inadequate potable water
·Pollution of surface and underground water.
• Haphazard dumping of wastes
• Lack of sewer connections and networks in the
ward.

2.3.2 Transport and Communication

Source: CBS data 7999

The ward is served by a well-defined hierarchy of road
networks, which were provided during the subdivision
of land. However, it should be noted that public

Fig 5: Energy Sources in Lessos Word

Plate 5: Poor shelter in the word
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The key emerging issues in transport and communication
include:

Fig 6: Home Ownership in Lessos

• Lack of adequate public transport
· Lack of terminal facilities
• No provisions fro NMTs
• Encroachment of road reserves

Btreet bued

2.3.3 Household Energy
lquatllng

Energy requirements for household consumption not
only depend on income levels but also the available
sources of energy. In Lessos like most of the wards in
Kitale, the predominantly used energy sources are
biomass, petrol based fuels and electricity. As illustrated
in the pie chart below, about 28% of the residents in
Lessos use firewood/charcoal in spite of the dangers
posed to the environment.
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Key emerging issues affecting household energy
·High costs of fuel (biomass)
• Lack of electricity
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2.4 Shelter
Adequate and affordable shelter has been recogn ised
as a basic human right. Access to housing and a clean
environment complete with proper sanitation and
solid waste management however still remain a big
challenge in our towns and cities. In Lessos Ward,
housing is manly provided by the private sector, w ith
most of the residents owning their homes. Although
the 1999 census report show that public housing
accounts for 48 per cent, it should be noted these
houses mostly belong to institutions as churches and
schools.
In terms of home ownership, majority (50.4%) of
residents live in rental houses while around 20.3% live
in houses they own. This is explained in Fig 6.

2.5 Governance and Institutions

2.6 Organisations

Lessos Ward is in Bidii Sub location and thus is
administered by an assistant chief and the Chief
of Kibomet Location. Under the Assistant Chief are
several villager elders known as mukhasa who deal
with administrative issues at the village level. These
people are also very instrumental in the planning for
development at the local level and their opinion is
usually highly rated among the community members.

Currently, the community is in the process of forming
CBOs to be registered by the Municipal Council of
Kitale.These organisations are instrumental in the
planning for development in the area.

Moreover, the community has elected a councillor as
their representative in the Municipal Council of Kitale
which is a major planning institution.
They also have a LASDAP committee at the ward level,
which is involved in planning on the projects to be
funded by the LATF at the Municipality level.

Key Planning issue
·Political interference and vested interests in the
LASDAP process

Key Planning issue:
·Uncoordinated community groups

2.8 Prioritisation of Planning Issues in
LessosWard

Water and sanitation-Inadequate water
supply

2

Schools- The ward needs a secondary
school.

3

Roads-Inadequate accessibility to the plots

4

Electricity

Security.

5

Lack of health facilities

Security in Lessos Ward is maintained by police officers
from Kitale Police Station and the Administration
Police at the Chief's Camp.There is a need to improve
security in the ward.

6

Lack of markets/ shopping centre

7

Unemployment

2.7 Other Important Issues.

The Key Planning Issue:
There is a high rate of insecurity in the ward.

Map 2: Problem Map of Lessos Ward
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Map 3: Interventions Map of Lessos Ward
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Problems
Water

Objectives

Opportunities

Strategy

Lack of adequate and potable water

To provide potablewater to the residents.

• Existing water springs and streams
·Adequate rainfall in the region.

• Protection of water catchments areas and npanan reserves
• Protection of additional springs.
• Extend thewater reticulation system tothe ward
·Check surface and ground water pollution
· Sinking of borehole/shallow wells

Lack of adequate educatiOnal facrht1es
(secondary schools)

To prov1de adequate educational fac1ht1es
especially asecondary school.

• Fundmg opportun1t1es e.g. CDF and other local resources
• Existing primary schools
·Cooperation and good will from the residents
• Availability of Land

• Lobby the m1n1stry to support the expansion of ex1stmg Educational
Facilities
·Mobilise community to construct additional classrooms

• Lack of access roads to some plots
• Poor road conditions

To open up access roadsand improve
condition of existing road networks

• Planned road networks

Open up and grade all the access roads Rehabilitate and maintain
theexisting roads

· Already the national grid passes in the ward
·Rural electrification programme under the Ministry of
Energy

·Community mobilisation and group formation (e.g. umeme Pamoja)
·Toexplore other additional energy sources e.g. solar energy and energy
saving technologies

Education

Lack of electricity in most parts of the
ward

Health Facilities
Lack of health facilities in the ward

To provide adequate health care facilitiesin
the ward

Large population without health care facilities

• Plan and identify an appropriate site for the facilities
·Community resource mobilisation

Lack of markets centres in the ward

To plan for market centres in the ward

Availability of large private land

• Plan and identify an appropriate site for a market place.
• Encourage private sector investment in markets

· Large pool of the unemployed especially the youth
· The newly created Youth Fund
• Small scale industries are available e.g. brick making

·Create an appropriate employment and job creation policy
• Encourage private sector investment in the town
• Diversification of economic activities in the area
• Formation of CBOs withself employment agenda
· Link CBOs with financial institutions for loans

Unemployment
Lack of employment opportunities in the To plan for sustainable community livelihoods
ward

Page9

There are high levels of insecurity in the
ward

To provide adequate security for Lessos
residents

• Police patrols by Kitale Police station

.Aps at the Chief's camp
I·Community Policing

• Plan and identify a site for the construction of a police post in the ward
• Emphasis on community policing

----------------~~---------------
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Proposed Intervention/
Strategies

areas and riparian reserves
• Protection of additional springs.
• Extend the water reticulation system
to the ward
·Explore other water sources e.g. rain
water harvesting

• Lobby the ministry to support the
expansion of existing Educational
Facilities
·Mobilise community to construct
additional classrooms

Activities

Indicators

• Enforcement of riparian reserve rights and other
environmental protection legislations e.g. (EMCA)
·Protect additional water springs
• Extend the water reticulation system to the ward
• Identify appropriate water harvesting technologies
·Sinking of borehole/shallow wells
·Open access roads to spring/water sources

• Protected riparian reserves and
other water catchments areas
·Number of protected springs
·Water reticulation network in
place
• Other sources of water other
than piped water in use

• Lobby the ministry of education to finance the
expansion of existing facilities
• Expand the existing classrooms in primary schools
·Mobilize the community to fund raise for the
expansion programmes
• Construct asecondary school on the available land

• Additional classrooms built
·Entire ward
• Local resources mobilized at the • Lessos Primary school
community level

·Open up and rehabilitate all the road • Open up existing road networks
networks
• Rehabilitate the dilapidated roads
·Protect all the road reserves
·Regular maintenance of roads
• Identify existing road boundaries from former land
owners who subdivided them for sale

• Existing roads opened up
·Road networks in the ward are
repaired to gravel standards

·Plan and identify an appropriate site ·Prepare an integrated land use plan for the town
for health facilities
·Private sector investment in health care provision
·Community to raise funds for the establishment of
·Community resource mobilisation
public health facilities

· Land use plan for the town
·Health care facility established
within reach of the community

Page 11

Targets/Location

• Arap Samoei's Farm
• KwaOkayo
• Caleb's Talam's farm
·Main a's farm
• Birirfarm
·Area 4 near Birir farm
·Along the stream
·Entire ward

• Lessos Primary school
-Arap Samoei's farmNamanjalala
• Lower Lessos spring-the
forest
• Arap chumo water point
• Birir's Farm water point

Time

·Spring
protection @
100,000
• Bore hole - 1.5
million

870,000 I class
room

·Culverts:
30,000/road
crossing

health centre

• Ministry of environment and
Natural resources,
• NEMA,
• Ministry of Agriculture
·Community
·MCK
·Donors
• Nzoia Water and Sewerage
company

• Ministry of Education
·Community
• CDF

·Ministry Of Roads and Public
Works,
• Fuel Levy Funds
• LATF
·Community

• Private investors
·Community
• MCK

One year

1 year

1

Proposed Intervention/
Strategies

Activities

Indicators

·To explore additional energy sources
e.g. solar and other energy saving
technologies
• Connection to the national power
grid

• Exploreuse of other sourcesof energy e.g. solar
energy
· Use of energy saving and efficient technologies e.g.
energy savingjikos
·Community mobilisation andformation of groups to
benefit fromKPLC initiatives (e.g. umeme Pamoja)

Entire ward especially
· Affordableenergy options
• Energy saving jikosand baskets the poor segments of the
in use
community
·Community groupsapplying
for connection to KPLC through

·Plan and identify an appropriate site ·Prepare an integrated land use plan for the town
for the markets
• Encourage private sector investment through
• Encourageprivatesector investment appropriate tax rebates
in markets

• Land use plan for thetown
• Privately run markets

Createan appropriateemployment
and jobcreation policy

• Encourage private sector investment in the town
·Diversification of economic activities in the area
• Formation of CBOs with self employment agenda
· Link CBOswith financial institutions for loans

• No. of jobscreated in thetown
• Groups/ CBOsrunning income
generating projects
• No. of groups/CBOslinked to
financial institutions

· Strengthen bursary committee and ensure fair
representation, youth, women and men
• Put structures in placeto ensuretransparency and
accountability
• Monitor the distribution of fundsto ensurefairness

·Youth, men and women
represented in the committees
• Lobby for democratic
representation
• Equal access to all deserving

Formation of aninclusive bursary
committee

· Identify asitefor a police post
·Construction of a police post
·Community mobilisation on policing · Buy a plot of the police post.
· Formation of vigilante groups incorporating older
men

_

• Acomplete and well staffed
police post
· Efficient vigilantegroups
·Workshop on community
policing
_.....:.._

Targets/Location

Actors/financing
Mechanisms

Transformer and • Community through CBOs/
other groups
transmission
cables- 964,000 • KPLC

(Coststo be
determined)

town
·The entireward

• NGOs operating in the town
• Financial institutions in town

1 Police post
- 2.15 million

Immediate
and
continuous
• 2years

· Ministry of Lands
• Private Sector investors

·Community
• Bursary committee
• Ministry of Education
• Kenya Anti Corruption
Corporation (KACC)

Near Lessos Primary
school

Time

·The community
·Provincial administration
·CBOs
• NGOs

continuous

continuous

Immediate
I year
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20. Redempta Wekesa- Community
Development Officer
21. Nancy Laboso- Social worker
22. Jane Wanjala - Social Worker
23. Beatrice Chepleting- Social worker
24. Leticia Wanyonyi- Social worker

Community Representatives from Wards
1.70 community representatives- Tuwan
2. 70 community representatives- Kibomet
3.60 community representatives- Mumia
4. 70 community representatives- Masaba
5.60 community representatives- Milimani
6.60 community representatives- Lessos
7.60 community representatives- Grasslands
8.50 community representatives- Hospital
9.60 community representatives- Webuye
10.60 community representatives- Sokoni

The Local Context of Lessos Ward within Kitale Municipality
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Source: Practical Action, 2006

This ward plan was published by Practical Action
with funding from Sigrid Rausing Trust Foundation

